Genome activation and developmental block in bovine embryos.
The ultimate goal of in vitro embryo culture systems is to perfectly mimic the condition of oocyte maturation, fertilization and embryo development. These systems are far more complex than standard in vitro cell culture because of the various environments through which the gametes and embryos pass during in vivo development. Improvement of the medium and other culture conditions has allowed for full development of a percentage of the fertilized oocytes but the great majority of bovine zygotes stop developing within a few cell cycles after initiating cleavage. This developmental block arises in the bovine embryo at the eight-cell-stage and is likely correlated with the cytoplasmic quality of the oocyte. Oocytes harbor all mRNAs and proteins needed to reach the fourth or fifth cell cycle, however, embryos that fail to transcribe their own genome fail to further develop. In this article, we review some of the advances in developmental block knowledge and describe a possible role of active embryo transcription that drives incompetent embryos to block and death.